
GENERAL
1. Structural drawings are to be read in conjunction with other related drawings for

dimensions and presence of openings, inserts, etc.  Contractor shall compare

related drawings and confirm all dimensions, reporting any discrepancies to

Architect prior to commencement of the work.  Do not scale the drawings.  If

discrepancies relating to structural work are found in the various documents, the

more stringent provisions shall apply, unless approved by the Engineer.

Specifications shall control over these drawings and General Notes only where the

specifications provide for more stringent requirements. Contractor, suppliers and

subtrades are to ensure they are working with the 'Issued for Construction'

drawings.

2. These engineering drawings show the requirements for permanent, completed

structure above the foundation level only.  Temporary works (including, but not

limited to, falsework, shoring, re-shoring, bracing and underpinning) shall remain

the responsibility of the contractor and shall conform to WCB standards.

Equilibrium Consulting is not responsible for the design or field review of temporary

or ancillary work.  For foundations refer to structural drawings by the Engineer of

Record, Mountain Resort Engineering [MRE].

3. Location of required fire resistance ratings shall be confirmed with Architectural

drawings and specifications.

4. Confirm locations, configurations, sizes of curbs, upstands, downturns, and

openings through floor and walls for ducts, conduits, and piping with Architectural,

Mechanical, Electrical, and Landscape drawings.

5. Do not cut or drill openings in structural members without written permission from

Equilibrium Consulting.

6. Specified uniform design loads unless noted otherwise on plan:

Importance factors based on Post Disaster category

Specified Uniform Loads Live Load Superimposed

(UNO on plans) Dead Load

Roof - Ground snow load, Ss 7.7 kPa (160 psf) 0.5 kPa (10 psf)

        - Rain snow load, Sr 0.6 kPa (13 psf)

Main Floor See Mountain Resort Engineering DWGS

2nd Floor 2.4 kPa (50 psf) 1.0 kPa (20 psf)

Stairs, corridors and storage 4.8 kPa (100 psf) 1.0 kPa (20 psf)

Mechanical/Electrical 3.6 kPa (75 psf) 1.0 kPa (20 psf)

(plus equipment where noted)

The above design loads are to be applied after concrete has reached its design

strength.  Construction loads due to Contractor are not to exceed design loads.

Superimposed dead loads are non-structural dead loads including architectural

toppings, finishes, partitions, roofing material and pavers.  Structural dead loads

include the total weight of the structural system itself.

Specific concentrated design loads unless noted otherwise on plan:

Roof 1.3 kN

Floors 9.0 kN

Seismic and Wind

Seismic is based on

Sa(0.2) = 0.649 PGA = 0.296

Sa(0.5) = 0.482 Site Class = B, as provided by MRE

Sa(1.0) = 0.285 Rd = 2.0

Sa(2.0) = 0.158 Ro = 1.5

Wind pressure is based on q 1/50 = 0.48 kPa (10.0 psf)

q 1/10 = 0.34 kPa (7.1 psf)

Use 1.5 kPa (31 psf) net factored for wind uplift loads on roofs unless noted

otherwise.

7. These drawings show structural work required to meet provisions of Part 4 (and

Part 9 where applicable) of the British Columbia Building Code 2006.

8. Seismic attachment of non-structural items is the responsibility of others. All Codes

and documents referred to in these General Notes are to be the latest edition.

9. These drawings apply to the new structure and existing structure affected by the

proposed work only, and shall not be used for any other project or works. The

structural aspects of the existing structure not affected by this work remain the sole

responsibility of others.

10. These drawings shall not be used for pricing, costing or tender unless noted

otherwise in the revisions column.

SHOP DRAWINGS AND SPECIALITY ENGINEER

11. All shop drawings reviewed by the Engineer constitute reviews for general concepts

only; the detailed design remains the responsibility of Contractor/Fabricator.  All

components shall be assembled and erected in accordance with final reviewed

shop and erection drawings.

12. A Specialty Engineer is a registered and licensed member of the Professional

Engineering Association of the jurisdiction in the location where the structure is to

be built.  The Specialty Engineer shall be responsible for the design, preparation of

shop drawings, and field review of, but not limited to, the following:

a) Structural elements designed by the Contractor or Sub-contractors, such as

open web steel joists, precast double tees, precast planks, structural steel

connections, light wood frame roof trusses, etc.

b) Secondary structural elements and non-structural elements.

The Specialty Engineer shall sign and seal all shop drawings of components and

connections designed by said Engineer.  Clearly indicate the method and means of

attachment and the magnitude of forces that the structure must withstand.  Review

by the Engineer of Record may result in the need to modify the means of

connection.

When satisfied at the end of field review the Specialty Engineer shall provide a

sealed letter (schedules S-B and S-C) to the Structural Engineer confirming that

constructed work conforms to the sealed shop drawings.  As well, the Specialty

Engineer shall provide sealed sketches for all field modifications made to the

design.

13. Where erection shop drawings are prepared with the aid of sepias of structural

drawings or electronic files, the contractor shall remove consultant names and

reference to consultant drawings.  The erection shop drawings shall be as if

prepared independently by the contractor who shall be responsible for all content.

14. See specific material sections of the general notes for specific requirements.

1. The Engineer of Record (MRE) shall provide field review for work relevant to

structural drawings for the sole purpose of ensuring general conformance with the

drawings.  This review may be conducted during any stage of work at the

Engineer's discretion, and does not guarantee the work for which remains the

responsibility of the Contractor or Sub-contractor.  The Contractor or

Sub-contractor shall also remain responsible for the acts, omissions, or failure to

complete work in accordance to contract documents.

2. The Structural Engineer shall review shop drawings for work relevant to Structural

drawings for the sole purpose of ensuring general conformance with the structural

design concept.  This review does not guarantee the supplier's design, details, and

dimensions in the shop drawings are correct as those remain the responsibility of

the Contractor or Subcontractor.  The Contractor or Sub-contractor shall also

remain responsible for errors or omissions in the shop drawings as well as meeting

all requirements of the contract documents.

3. The Contractor shall give the Structural Engineer of Record (MRE) reasonable

advance notice of when structural work is generally complete and ready for review

by the Engineer (min. 72 hours prior to pour or concealment). Contractor is

responsible to review his own work and the work of his subtrades prior to review

by the Engineer.

4. All structural work requires written review by the Structural Engineer, including:

a) Structural Steel prior to covering (including decking).

b) Wood Framing prior to covering.

5. The work to be reviewed shall be substantially complete by the allotted time of

inspection. If it is not complete, or if the inspection is cancelled without reasonable

notice, the contractor shall be responsible for all related costs, including, but not

limited to, the employment of a duly authorized material agent to perform the

inspection once the work has been completed.

6. Material testing shall be directed by the Structural Engineer of Record (MRE) at

the expense of Owner.

7. Additional testing and field review resulting from rejection of more than 5% of work

tested will be at Contractor's expense.

FIELD REVIEW and TESTING

STRUCTURAL STEEL/METALS
1. All structural steel work shall conform to CAN/CSA-S16-01.

2. All structural steel material shall conform to CSA-G40.20-04/G40.21-04 with the

following grades :

a) Rolled shapes and plates:

W, WWF, S, T shapes - 350W

C, MC, HP shapes - 300W

Angles - 300W

Plates - 350W

b) HSS shapes (Class C) - 350W

c) Pipe sections - ASTM A53 grade B, 241 MPa yield

d) Bolts - ASTM A325

e) Anchor rods & misc hardware - CSA-G40.21 (300W)

3. All welding shall conform to CSA-W59-03 and to be performed by welders under

CSA-W47.1-03, fabricators to CWB approval.

4. Welds shall be E-70xx. Fillet welds shall be 6mm minimum. Nelson Stud welding

shall meet specifications of manufacturer.

5. Install all welded headed studs and welded deformed bar anchors according to

manufacturer's specifications or shop fillet weld.  Field fillet welded headed studs

and deformed bar anchors will be rejected.  The Contractor shall be responsible

for coordinating the design, supply and installation of all studs and anchors.  Refer

to Structural drawings for locations and details of welded studs and anchors.

6. Unless noted otherwise, apply one shop coat of primer to all steel work, to

CISC/CPMA 1-73A. Primer for exterior exposure shall be zinc-chromate Type 1,

conforming to CGSB 1-GP-40d.

7. Where required, all hot dip galvanizing shall conform to CAN/CSA-G164-M92.

8. Do not oversize holes in steel to fit any anchor locations unless noted otherwise.

Follow standard practice of using slightly oversized holes in column base plates:

a) Use 6 mm (1/4") oversized hole diameter for column anchor rods up to and

including 27 mm (1 1/8") diameter.

b) Use 12 mm (1/2") oversized hole diameter for column anchor rods greater than

27 mm (1 1/8") diameter.

13. Confirm roof and floor elevations, roof slopes, edge details, and additional

dimensions and details with Architectural drawings.  Also refer to Mechanical and

Electrical drawings for design details.

14. All exposed steel work to be quality appearance to the Consultant's approval and

in accordance with Architectural specifications and CAN/CSA-S16-01.

15. The Contractor shall notify the Structural Engineer in writing, prior to the

submission of shop drawings, that that the fabricator is certified to a minimum of

Division 2.1 of CAN/CSA-W47.1.

16. Submit PDF shop drawings for the above to the Structural Engineer for review

prior to fabrication. All shop drawings shall show all details, and indicate all

applicable design loads and material specifications.

17. The Specialty Structural Engineer shall be responsible for the preparation of shop

drawings and field review of components and connections designed by the

Fabricator.   When satisfied at the end of field review, the Specialty Engineer shall

provide a sealed letter (schedule S) to the Structural Engineer ensuring that

constructed work conforms to shop drawings, as well as provide sealed sketches

for all field modifications made to designs.

18. The Fabricator's Specialty Structural Engineer shall sign and seal all shop

drawings of components and connections designed by said Engineer.

Alternatively, a signed and sealed letter detailing what was designed, including a

list of final drawings with revision dates and numbers may be substituted in place

of sealed shop drawings.

19. Connections and splices not shown on structural drawings and requested by

fabricator must be detailed on shop drawings and receive written approval from the

Structural Engineer. Testing of connection and splices is subject to the discretion

of the Structural Engineer at the expense of the Contractor.

20. The Contractor shall not alter connection details shown on the Structural drawings

without written approval from the Structural Engineer.

21. Refer to CAN/CSA-S16 -01 for general seismic requirements for:

a) Connection design for connection forces -Clause 27

not shown on drawings

b) Steel in the energy dissipation system -Clause 27.1.5.

c) Welds and weld material -Clause 27.1.5.3.

d) Bolted connections -Clause 27.1.6.

22. Welding of reinforcing to embedded plates is permitted only with weldable

deformed bar anchors with the follow fillet weld sizes:

BAR Ø WELD SIZE

10M (3/8") 6mm (

1

4

")

15M (5/8") 10mm (3/8")

20M (3/4") 12mm (1/2")

23. Grout fill voids on underside of all base plates and bearing plates in contact with

concrete or masonry with a plastic consistency non-shrink grout with a minimum 7

day strength of 45 MPa (6500 psi).  Follow manufacturer's specifications and

instructions for mixing and placement.

24. Provide full height and full width 10mm (3/8”) stiffener plates each side over

column where beams sit over columns unless noted otherwise.

25. See Architectural drawings for miscellaneous steel components.  Any steel

components not shown on the Structural drawings are considered to be Secondary

Components (see notes on Secondary Components and Their Attachments).

Assume 6mm (

1

4

") unless noted otherwise.
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DRAWING LIST

ABBREVIATIONS

SYMBOLS

1. All work to APA Standard for Performance Rated CLT ANSI/APA PRG 320-2011

and Cross Laminated Timber Plant Qualification Standard by FPInnovations.

2. Supplier to submit adequate product certificates to Architect and Structural

Engineer prior to commencement of fabrication.  Fabrication shall start only after

review of documents and written approval by Structural Engineer.

3. Confirm all dimensions, outlines, elevations, and details with Architectural

drawings.

4. CLT panels consist of crosswise stacked and glued together layers of spruce

planks. Bonding to be carried out exclusively with approved adhesives. Planks to

be stress and quality graded and machine dried.

5. The panel consists of 3, 5, 7 or more layers. The lamination thickness varies

between 19mm (3/4”) and 38m (1/1/2”), depending on structural requirements as

shown on structural drawings unless otherwise noted.

6. CLT panels shall have a moisture content of 12% (±2%)

7. Panel surfaces to be in accordance with architectural requirements.

8. Keep the panels constantly protected from the weather during transportation,

storage and erection. Store CLT panels off the ground with spacer blocks placed

between members.

9. Anchor points for installation straps to have min 89mm [3

1

2

"] edge / end distance.

10. Unless noted otherwise, all structural steel connecting CLT panels elements to

each other and to supporting members shall be detailed, supplied and test fitted in

the shop by the CLT supplier.

11. Unless noted otherwise, use 8.0mm [5/16”] self tapping screws to connect panels.

76mm [3”] min length of penetration into connected member. See typical details for

further information.

12. Unless noted otherwise, use Simpson connectors or equivalent where required. All

nail holes in connectors, including straps, to be filled with 6Øx60mm [

1

4

Øx2

3

8

"]

Gunnebo nails (annular ringed nails) or equivalent. Substitutions must have written

approval from the Structural Engineer prior to installation. See typical details for

further information.

13. Steel hardware shall be ASTM A36 or better and bolts shall be A307, hot dipped

galvanized. All bolts and lag bolts bearing against timber shall have standard

“CUT” (oversized) washers unless noted otherwise.

14. In transition area between wood elements and concrete or masonry, wood

elements to be protected from ascending moisture. Provide light-gauge metal,

asphalt-impregnated building paper, closed-cell foam gasket material, type S roll

roofing, or 0.1 mm polyethylene as a moisture barrier. See typical details for

further information.

15. At joint locations between wall to floor/roof panels as well as floor/roof to floor/roof

panels, use joint sealant for improved noise performance. See architectural

drawings for details.

16. Re-tighten all accessible bolts at end of project.

17. Finishes shall be detailed to accommodate shrinkage/movement of CLT panels.

18. Non-load bearing elements to be detailed to accommodate movement / deflection

as outlined under 'Secondary Components and their Attachments'.

19. Confirm service channels incorporated in CLT panels with Architectural, Electrical

and Mechanical drawings. All cuts and drills to be shown on shop drawings and to

be approved by Structural Engineer prior to fabrication.

20. Submit PDF shop drawings showing all applicable details and material

specifications to the Engineer for review prior to fabrication. Shop drawings shall

be accompanied by a certificate of conformance to manufacturing standard as

outlined under noted #1.

21. Affix authorized label to all members supplied. Also identify each member with

mark number.

22. Shop drawings of members, connections and components designed by the

Contractor shall be signed and sealed by the Specialty Engineer and submitted

with a statement of product compliance with drawing specifications and standards.

23. Any changes to the framing shown on these drawings shall have prior written

approval of the Structural Engineer.

24. Structural Engineer must complete framing review before finishes can be applied

to wood framing.

25. Sizes on structural drawings can be revised by the CLT supplier if the Specialty

Engineer designs the variance to meet all structural, fire and demonstration

requirements to the satisfaction of the structural engineer and architect.

26. Coordinate all roof penetrations with CLT supplier

27. All exposed CLT connections supporting, or within fire rated assemblies to meet

FRR requirements.  See architect drawings for details.

1. All work to CSA Standard 086 and referenced documents.

2. Glulam members shall be Douglas Fir 24f-E (24f-EX for cantilever or continuous

beams) stress grade with quality appearance grade and 15% max. moisture

content. Industrial appearance grade may be used where beams are to be

concealed.

3. Glulam manufacturer must qualify under CAN/CSA-O177-M89 (R2003).

4. Provide full glulam package with polyurethane resin (white) adhesive meeting the

requirements of ANSI A190.1.

5. Camber simple span beams 10mm (3/8") per 3000 (10'-0") of span.

6. Submit PDF shop drawings showing all applicable details and material

specifications to the Engineer for review prior to fabrication. Shop drawings shall

be accompanied by a certificate of conformance to manufacturing standard.

7. Affix authorized label to all members supplied. Also identify each member with

mark number.

8. Store glulam off the ground with spacer blocks placed between members. Keep

wrapping on the members until permanent protection from the weather is in place

but cut holes on underside of wrapping to prevent the accumulation of

condensation.

9. All pressure treated glulam to be treated according to CAN/CSA-080 Series-97

(R2002) "Wood Preservation." All cutting and drilling to be completed before the

treatment. Field apply preservative to equivalent standard, to all areas cut or

drilled.

10. All structural steel connecting glulam elements to each other and to supporting

members shall be detailed, supplied and test fitted in the shop by the glulam

supplier.

11. In transition area between wood elements and concrete or masonry, wood

elements to be protected from ascending moisture. Provide light-guage metal,

asphalt-impregnated building paper, closed-cell foam gasket material, type S roll

roofing, or 0.05 mm ploythylene as a moisture barrier.

12. Finish of concealed members: see Architectural for details.

13. Finish of exposed members (interior or exterior): see Architectural for details.

14. Re-tighten all accessible bolts at end of project.

15. Shop drawings of connections and components designed by the Contractor shall

be signed and sealed by the Specialty Engineer and submitted with a statement of

product compliance with drawing specifications and standards.

GLUE-LAMINATED TIMBER:
GLULAM (GL)

NEW STUD WALL

1. Secondary components include but are not limited to the following:

a) Architectural components, including embeds, such as guard and hand rails, flag

posts, canopies, ceilings, etc.

b) Site work elements exterior to the base building such as landscaping

components, pools, signs, and civil work.

c) Cladding, window mullions, glazing and store fronts.

d) Skylights and glass canopies.

e) Attachments and bracing for electrical and mechanical components.

f) Glass block including attachments.

g) Elevators.

h) Architectural precast and precast cladding.

i) Window washing equipment and its attachments.

j) Interior and exterior light gauge steel stud walls.

k) Roofing material.

l) Architectural brick veneer.

2. Design and detailing of the above items and their attachments are not the

responsibility of the Engineer. They shall be designed by specialty structural

engineers retained by Contractor, who will seal all related shop drawings, review

the components in the field and provide all required sealed letters to the authorities

having jurisdiction.  Contractor to obtain design before completing the structural

portions of the building that will receive these secondary components.

3. Secondary or non-structural components and their attachments shall be designed

in accordance with Part 4 of the Building Code as per Note #8 in "GENERAL" on

this drawing.

4. Sealed shop drawings of the secondary or non-structural components which may

affect the primary structural system shall be submitted to the Engineer only for the

review of their effect on the primary structural system. Clearly indicate the method

and means of attachment and the magnitude of forces that the structure must

withstand.  Review by the Engineer of Record may result in the need to modify the

means of connection.  Subcontractor of these components is responsible for

protection of aluminum-steel connections against galvanic corrosion.

5. In addition to construction tolerance, non-structural components shall be detailed

for the following building movement and deflection:

a) Vertical deflections of beams, slabs and decking: ± 25mm (1")

Differential deflections of edge beams and edges of slabs: ± 16mm (5/8")

b) Horizontal drift during wind and earthquake between floors:

Drift without damage to non-structural components: ± 13mm (1/2")

Drift without collapse of non-structural components: ± 50mm (2")

c) Movement at expansion joints:

Perpendicular: ±50mm (2")

Parallel: ±50mm (2")

Vertical: ±25mm (1")
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1. The following partially threaded self tapping screws are acceptable, unless

specified on structural drawings:

MANUFACTURER FASTENER TYPE

SFS Intec SFS WFC-T

SFS WFR-T

SFS WFD-T

GRK Fasteners R4™ Multi Purpose Screw

RSS Structural (in CLT only)

HECO TOPIX (tapered screw head UNO)

SWG (Wurth) ASSY 3.0 SK

ASSY 3.0 KOMBI

Simpson SDS screws are only acceptable where specifically indicated on

structural drawings.

2. The following fully threaded self tapping screws are acceptable, unless specified

on structural drawings.

MANUFACTURER FASTENER TYPE

SFS Intec SFS WT-T

SFS WR-T

HECO TOPIX CC

(Tapered screw head UNO)

SWG (Wurth) ASSY plus VG

3. Screw types specified on structural drawings supersede the information above

unless noted otherwise.

4. Where partially threaded and/or fully threaded self tapping screws are used in

combination with architecturally exposed steel plates, use screws with tapered

screw head unless noted otherwise. Countersink holes in steel to receive tapered

screw heads. Do not oversize holes. Contractor to submit sample of steel plate

including screw used in assembly to Equilibrium Consulting for approval prior to

mass fabrication.

5. Where partially threaded and/or fully threaded self tapping screws are used in

combination with steel plates not exposed to view, use screws with a hex head to

allow for easier and safer installation, unless noted otherwise.  Holes in steel plate

to match the screw type used. Contractor to submit sample of steel plate including

screw used in assembly to Equilibrium Consulting for approval prior to mass

fabrication.

6. Where pre-drilling of screws is recommended by the supplier, hole diameter to be

strictly as per manufacturer's recommendations.

7. All other fastening systems including, but not limited to, Sherpa connectors by

Harrer are specified on drawings. Refer also to wood frame general notes where

applicable.

8. See manufacture's specifications for all installation details unless noted otherwise.

9. All fasteners to be clearly identified on shop drawings.
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